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Summary

As people age, the chance of having a fall accident increases rapidly. Existing
social alarm systems fulfil the need in raising an alarm manually in case of an
emergency at home. However the user is not always capable of pressing the
button when he or she needs help after a fall. In these cases the user will benefit
from a fall detection system.
The current project focuses on techniques and methods to detect a fall
automatically within minutes. Important detail is that the detection device is built
in to the home, because people tend to forget or refuse devices worn on the body.
Our system uses Passive Infrared sensors (PIRs) combined with chair sensors.
Two PIRs were placed at shoulder level in opposite comers of a room, detecting
only movements above this level. Below this level the PIRs are insensitive to
movements. Chair sensors were used to detect sitting in a chair, which is
considered intended movement below the detection level of the PIRs.
A fall is determined if the time interval between two movement detections
exceeds a specified threshold. This threshold will be referred to as decision-time.
To determine this decision-time is the main goal of the current project. If the
decision-time is chosen too short, too many false alarms will occur. Too long a
decision-time will cause help possibly arriving too late.
The system with PIRs and chair sensors was built and it was investigated if the
system worked properly. All sensors operated wirelessly. A PC collected all
sensor data into a file. This sensor data consisted of information on which sensor
was activated and at what time this occurred.
The system was tested during 34 sessions involving 16 participants selected
among the personnel of the research chair of Signal Processing Systems. Each
session took five minutes in which the participants performed activities of daily
living and simulated a fall.
The sessions were captured on video by a webcam to obtain reference data for the
sensor inputs. The images were stored directly on hard disk for easy viewing and
synchronization with sensor input. From this video data a list of actions was
drawn up and all sensor data were linked to the various actions of the participants.
Analysis of the sensor data of the 34 sessions with 16 persons showed that the
maximum time interval in which the PIRs detected the action 'walking' was 41
seconds. Setting the decision-time to this threshold resulted in 13 alarm situations,
which is 0,8% of all counted actions. Of these 13 alarm situations 9 were valid



falls. The other 4 were considered to be false alarms as these actions proved to be
normal activities of daily living.
The method and the system served the purpose and were accurate in determining
time duration of the actions performed by the participants. Additional research in
real-life will be necessary though.
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CHAPTER

Introduction

As people age, their independence is threatened by a number of factors including
immobility, social isolation and depression, illness and disease, intellectual
decline and dementia and threats to their security. The fear of falling is, however,
perhaps the factor that gives most concern to the highest percentage of older
people. It comprises their independence because it makes them fearful of going
out which, through a subsequent lack of exercise, reduces their mobility. This
produces a vicious circle of decline, which can lead older persons to give up their
own home and move into institutional care, often on the advice of relatives or
medical staff rather than out of personal choice.

1.1 Falls
Four classes of fall can be considered (Doughty, 2000):

• Those, which cause serious injury such as broken bones. Medical
treatment is always needed.

• Those, which do not seem to cause obvious physical damage but which
nevertheless, leave the patient on the ground and unable to get up.
They may lie there for several hours.

• Those from which the patient can recover without help within a few
minutes. They may need comfort and reassurance.

• Those from which the patient can recover without help almost
immediately.

The first category provides the most reliable statistics because these incidents and
outcomes will be well documented at the hospital where they receive treatment.
Most relevant are fractures of the hip and of the distal forearm which account for
about 33% of the serious injuries to the elderly. Of these 5% will die during their
initial stay in hospital. Almost 25% will die within a year.
The number of fallers who are in the second category is often under-estimated
because they will not necessarily be taken to hospital. However, included in this
group are a number of people who are left on the floor for over an hour following
a fall. About 20% of all elderly patients who were hospitalised following a fall,
had been on the floor for an hour or more before they were found. Of this group,
nearly 50% died within the next six months. This disturbing observation appears
to be independent of the severity of the injury. Thus, it may be assumed that 'a



long lie' may be as relevant to decreasing the changes of survival as a broken
bone.
Of those who are able to get up after a fall without help, some will be able to do
so very quickly either because they are quite fit and recover almost immediately
or because they were able to break their fall in some way. It is quite likely that
many of these fallers actually took much longer to recover than they admitted.
Indeed, it could be that the majority of fallers in these latter groups do not report
the fall for fear of having their independence compromised in some way. The
danger is that these falls will often lead to a higher risk of further falls, which
eventually will lead to more serious implications.

1.2 Detection techniques
Despite the importance of ensuring that all falls are detected as quickly as
possible, there has been relatively little effort on the relevant technologies of
detection until the last 10 years. The reasons for this are not clear but might
include an expectation that the people who are at risk of falling live in some form
of institution where there will always be someone close at hand to find them or to
pick them up.
The increasing desire for people to shun institutional care in favour of support in
the home means that the highest priority must be given to the rapid detection and
response to a fall. A number of different approaches have evolved, using a wide
range of measurement techniques. Essentially, there is a choice between specific
fall detection devices (primary sensors) and more indirect techniques (secondary
sensor systems), which might detect a number of different types of accident,
including falls (Doughty, 2000). Primary detection offers almost instantaneous
detection of a fall while secondary detection looks for changes in lifestyle, habit
or behaviour in order to deduce that a fall might have occurred. This process may
take typically 20 to 30 minutes (but often longer) before a conclusive decision can
be reached. Even then this does not unambiguously define a fall.

Fall detection
Primary detection system Secondary detection

I I

I
Worn I Built-in I Built-in I Worn

devices devices devices devices

I I I I I IIImpact I Orien- Image Acoustic Movement IActi~ity Isensors tation analysis & shock analysis mom tor
sensor sensors sensors system

Smart Position & Intelligent
multistage orientation telecare

sensor sensors system

Figure 1.1: Classes of fall detection techniques.

Both primary and secondary detection can be divided into two groups of devices,
namely worn devices and built-in devices. Worn devices are all sensory systems
that are to be worn on the body. These systems will register a fall by means of
specific body movement and posture or position, measured directly onto the body.



Built-in devices are those sensory systems that are built into the living
environment. These systems have different kinds of sensors built into the house in
order to detect activities of daily living (ADL). Out of these sensors it will be
determined whether a person might have fallen almost directly (primary detection)
or based upon knowledge about daily activities (secondary detection). Some
research has been done on the investigation of ADL (activities of daily living).
Simple monitoring of movement and activity by using infrared sensors and
magnetic door sensors resulted in approximately measuring a person's behaviour
(Yamaguchi, 1998).
Celler (1994, 1995, 1996) used the same method however extended his
monitoring system with other sensors for e.g. temperature, sound, light, appliance
power, which resulted in a much more precise insight of the ADL.
Even a prototype of a system designed to automatically warn of an increase in the
risk of a fall was developed (Cameron, 1997). This system should enable early
intervention by a carer to be made and used weighed risk factors based on the best
evidence available collected by the sensors today.

1.3 Acceptance of safety alarm systems
Before designing a system of any kind, it is important to know the wishes and
needs of the target group. The current project will focus on the development of a
social alarm system that automatically detects falling, primarily designed for
elderly people who live on their own. By using the automatic alarm system, they
can expect assistance when care is needed.
The elderly are mainly interested in products that fulfil their fundamental needs.
They are attracted to products that improve their ability to live alone and they
reject any technological development that will reduce their opportunities to
socialise and any product marking them as old.
A social alarm system as used nowadays consists of a miniature transmitter worn
on the body activated by a panic button and a stationary base station containing
the receiver of transmitter signals and a device for connecting to the alarm centre
by means of telephone line. Whenever the user needs help, he or she can press the
panic button, causing activation of the alarm system. This results in building up
the speak-listen connection to the operator of the alarm centre.
However the elderly have reservations about being seen with such an alarm
system, because it stigmatises them. People who have such a system are often
regarded as old, dependent and in need of extra care. For this reason elderly
people are less inclined to invest in such a system. The stigmatisation originates
mainly from the transmitter hanging from the neck. Only 50% of the persons wear
the alarm pager every day. Of these persons half carry the transmitter underneath
their clothes making it impossible to reach in case of emergency. This means that
only one out of four users is visibly wearing the transmitter ensuring good
functionality in case of emergency.
Social alarm systems that automatically detect emergency situations are not yet
available. For this reason little knowledge about their acceptance is available. A
simulation program of such a system was written to learn more about this
acceptance (Peeters, 2000). The program simulates a system with a limited
number of functions. A group of elderly people was asked to participate in a
discussion on the topic of automatic social alarm systems and to test the
simulation program. The persons, who already had a social alarm system, did not
reject an automatic system. The persons with no experience on social alarm



systems feared that they would be forced into a fixed life pattern. Most of the
users stated that the costs of an automatic alarm system must not exceed the costs
of the ones now available. The combination with a burglar alarm system would be
appreciated. The conclusion from the discussion was that an automatic alarm
system is acceptable for most people because of the fear they have to stay
unnoticed after an accident.
It should be stated that it would be impossible to detect all events that may be
considered to be falls without also detecting a high number of false alarms. Thus,
the practical challenge is to detect the highest percentage of events that may lead
to injuries whilst rejecting as many of the false alarms as possible. Only then can
clients gain the necessary confidence.
Many false alarms will cause annoyance and may eventually lead to complaints
and the request to remove the system out of the home. Vlaskamp (2002) evaluated
a primary fall detection system that was worn on the body and was made up of a
combination of impact and orientation sensors. This system was tested for a
maximum period of three months in two client groups. Single living elderly and
people suffering from epilepsy were given the system next to their existing social
alarm system. Many people quitted the test early because of the many false
alarms. Most false alarms could be stopped before they reached the emergency
centre by pressing the reset button. This button was however positioned on the
device connected to the telephone and not on the sensor system worn on the body.
People had to be really committed to wear the system and endure all false alarms.
Most people were not that committed. This shows the importance of a properly
working system.
As mentioned in Paragraph 1.2 secondary detection techniques involve a long
reaction time. To accomplish an almost direct follow up after a fall accident only
the primary detection techniques will be considered.
Existing social alarm systems consist of a wearable transmitter that occasionally
will be forgotten, or worse, intentionally not put on. Our strategy will therefore be
to develop a fall detection system that requires no body-worn sensors. The system
will automatically detect a fall in as many circumstances as possible.

1.4 Chosen strategy
Giovagnoli (2000) started a feasibility study that considered several sensors for
primary fall detection. She found that movement detection by means of passive
infrared detectors (PIRs) was a practicable detection method. The PIR (passive
infrared detector) can be used to create a detection zone above shoulder level. If a
person has fallen, no movement will be detected by the PIR. Important demerit of
this detection method is the fact that sitting in a chair also causes no motion
detection by the PIR. Sitting in a chair will therefore not be detected and will be
interpreted as a fall. To prevent this misinterpretation sitting was detected by
additional chair sensors. A fall could now have occurred when no PIR activity is
detected and the chair sensor is inactive, given the fact that someone is present in
the room. This fact is important and will be a major assumption for the current
project as well.
During the feasibility study of Giovagnoli registrations in laboratory surroundings
were carried out to evaluate the detection system based on a single PIR and one
chair sensor. Six persons performed a total of 20 five-minute sessions. These
sessions were filmed with a video camera to provide reference data. With this
reference data the sensor data could be specified into specific activities e.g.



walking, sitting, bending, kneeling, falling. The result of Giovagnoli's study was
that the time interval between two consecutive sensor detections was restricted to
40 seconds for all activities other than falling.
The current project will use the same detection technique but now with multiple
PIR and chair sensors to cover a wider area. Furthermore the system will operate
wireless for easy installation. After realization and testing the set-up in a
laboratory-room environment, registration sessions will be performed to
determine the decision-time. This decision-time is defined as the maximum time
elapsed between two consecutive sensor inputs. After this time of no sensor
activation it is likely a fall has occurred.
This decision-time will be the main parameter for an automatic fall detection
system. If no sensor activity is registered for a time period equal to the decision
time a fall might have occurred and an (pre-) alarm can be sent out. The decision
time should not be determined too short to avoid many false alarms and not too
long to avoid a long lie and help arriving too late.
Several primary detection techniques without body-worn sensors as investigated
in Giovagnoli (2000) and in the current project are mentioned in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Overview of fall detection techniques.

Type Detection

:Sound i Cry or ask for help

Radar ;Movement

Ultrasound Movement

Pressure iChange of pressure on
floor-surface or seat

:Comments

Not reliable.

Radar waves go through walls. Restriction to
room not possible.

No possibility to form detection zones.

Floor-surface too extensive to place sensors.
Useable for seats.

Temperature ;Change in temperature of Slow detection.
floor-surface

Seismic iOccurring of seismic
.waves in floor

'Soft' fall not noticeable.
Technology not yet available.

Camera Movement and change in Privacy problem.
!posture Small view angle.

. ; .

Infrared Movement System used in the current project.

For practical reasons and to not complicate the current project more than
necessary, the following limitations for the test phase were defined regarding
living conditions and user requirements:

• Single liVing elderly
• No pets
• Only one room to monitor, and always one person present
• Elderly do not stand still for a long time, regarding their physical condition
• Elderly perform no activity sitting or lying on the floor for a long time



Webcam
The webcam is a very well known additional device for computers. There are a
large variety of manufacturers that produce different kinds of webcams. The
quality of the pictures is nowadays very good and sampling rates are high enough
to make live video possible. The costs are acceptable so the choice to use a
webcam is made easy.
Giovagnoli (2000) used a camcorder to observe the persons in the test
environment. In this way sensor data could be compared with the actual situation.
This method needed the use of a separate timer. This timer was filmed, so later on
one could determine the exact moment of every action. A major problem was that
the timer should be exactly synchronized with the internal clock of the Pc.
A replacement was searched for the camcorder and the webcam offered a non
expensive, high quality solution. Additional benefit will be that no separate extra
timer is needed. The PC that records sensor data will also be used for capturing
video, so timing will be synchronous.
With the introduction of the webcam into the current project the idea arose to use
this webcam as a sensor to detect falling. Such a system might make the PIR and
especially the chair sensors superfluous.
The idea now was to process the signal of the webcam to gather information about
the person's position and posture, to discern standing upright from lying on the
floor. This representation can for example be in the form of a line. A vertical line
means a person is in the upright position and a horizontal line means he is lying
on the floor. If for some time a horizontal line is generated by the system, this
could imply that a fall might have occurred and an (pre-) alarm should be gi ven.
All information is processed at location, thus no information has to be sent outside
the home. This will guarantee privacy, which is an important issue in the
acceptance of the system.
This research was going to take too much time during the current project, so a
separate project was initiated (Panday, 2002). The result of this webcam project
was that a white block represented the person in an image taken by the webcam.
Determining the height and width of this block gave information about the
persons posture. The process of finding the position of the person in the image is
described below.
Loading images in real time proved to be not possible with the chosen software
(Microsoft DirectShow). For now the images were taken manually and stored on
hard disk. After that they can be loaded into the detection program written for the
purpose of the webcam project. This program subtracts the previously taken
image of the background from the current loaded picture, resulting in an image
containing the person on a black background. Filtering by setting pixels with a
small colour value to zero will prevent a possible reflection of the person in any
glass surface in the room to appear in the resulting image. In order to detect the
posture of the person, a white block replaces this image of the person. This is
achieved by selecting the top left non-black pixel and the bottom right non-black
pixel and making the space in between white and all other space black. Change in
posture can now be detected by comparing height and width of the block of two
consecutive loaded images.
This webcam project is only the first initiative to investigate whether fall detection
is possible by using a webcam as sensor. Although results are promising more
testing is required to determine e.g. influence of colour of clothing on different



backgrounds, optimal frame rate, and what amount and speed of decrease in
height determines a fall.

1.5 Goals
Based on previous sections the current project has determined the following main
goals to be achieved:

Realization of test system
The fall detection system will be based on the experimental system Giovagnoli
(2000) tested. The realization of the system can be subdivided into the following
tasks:
• Multiple sensors

Multiple PIRs will be needed to cover larger rooms. The current project will
use two PIRs to investigate their range and combined functionality.
Multiple chair sensors will be needed because the average home accommodates
usually more than one chair.

• Wireless system
A wireless system is preferred over a system using connecting wires regarding
easy installation in current homes. Especially chairs that generally have no
fixed position will benefit from a wireless sensor.

• Use of webcam for registration of sessions
In order to avoid difficult time synchronization a webcam connected directly to
the system was used instead of a separate camcorder. This registration is only
performed during the test period of the current project. With this video data a
reference data set can be determined. The final system will not need
registration of video images.

Testing the system under realistic circumstances
In order to investigate whether the system will work in a real home, the test
environment was designed to resemble a room in the home of an elderly as closely
as possible given the circumstances.
People will react differently on the system and have their unique way of
performing activities. Before the system can be tested in a real home environment,
it is important to test it with various different people. By extensive testing
hopefully most troubles will be revealed.

Determining decision-time
During the performed sessions both sensor data and video data will be collected.
These data will be analysed in order to determine a time interval in which a fall
can be determined with a minimum of false alarms. This time interval will be
called decision-time.

1.6 Contents of current project
After a description of the current state of the art in the introduction a strategy and
the goals for the current project were stated. The strategy was to work with a
system based on the use of PIR and chair sensor. Chapter 2 will discuss the
general idea of this system and weigh up the pros and cons. In addition the
working principles of both sensors will be discussed together with the connection



of the sensors to the wireless transmitters used to send the signal to the processing
system. In case of the chair sensors this connection is not straightforward and will
be discussed in more detail. Furthermore two different kinds of chair sensor will
be described. One sensor bought ready for use and the other one self-made.
In Chapter 3 all components will be joined together to form the fall detection
system used for testing. The wireless system used to connect the sensors to the
processing system will be explained. Second item in Chapter 3 will be an
extensive description of the layout of the room in which the sessions were carried
out. In order to test the system under conditions that resemble the home
environment of the end user, this layout had to meet specific demands. The
choices made for the actual layout of room are substantiated and the placement of
system components and furniture is pictured. The functioning of the system is
discussed.
Chapter 4 will present the protocol used for testing. The protocol was made to
inform the participants about the session and guide them trough all actions needed
to start up the session. The information they received described the layout of the
room and handed some guidelines of what they were expected to do during the
session. The composition of the group of participants will also be a topic of
Chapter 4. This part will present the number of participants and how they are
selected and informed about the project. The last item of this chapter will present
results on the way the sessions were carried out and the impressions experienced
by the participants.
The actual data that was gathered during all sessions will be analysed in Chapter
5. A distinction is made between the two main data sources. First the video
recordings made by the webcam are analysed. The outcome of this analysis is a
numbered list of actions, containing all activities observed on video and the total
time each activity took. Next the sensor data will be analysed. The sensor data is
read into a statistical analysing program (SPSS). Next the time intervals between
each sensor input were calculated and each time interval was given an action
number according to the video data and its list of actions. With this data various
computations were made. At the end the decision-time will be determined by
means of these computations. The results are discussed.
At the end Chapter 6 will give conclusions and recommendations regarding the
results of the current project.



CHAPTER

Sensors

This chapter will present the general idea of using a passive infrared detector
(PIR) and a chair sensor in order to detect falling. The advantages and
disadvantages will be stated in order to justify the use of this system. Both PIR
and chair sensor will be presented. The way they work and how they are
connected will be described. During registration two different chair sensors were
used. Both sensors are described and discussed.

2.1 General idea
The basic principle as used in fonner research (Giovagnoli, 2000) consisted of
using a passive infrared detector (PIR), placed upside-down, creating an active
zone above and a non-active one below. See Figure 2.1.

.
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Room
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Figure 2.1: Principle of PIR positioning.



The PIR will be placed at shoulder level of the user so if that person is walking or
standing in upright position, his head and shoulders are in the active zone. When a
person falls down, he or she enters the non-active zone, and the PIR is not picking
up any movement.
Sitting down in a chair, also means entering the non-active zone and could be
interpreted like falling down. The PIR cannot distinguish both actions; so sitting
down in a chair should also be detected. In addition sitting in a chair usually lasts
a long time, therefore it is important to make a distinction between sitting and
falling.
Two different chair-sensors were used to detect sitting. A standard sensor, as used
in nursing homes, and a self-made one, based on a pressure sensor. These chair
sensors are discussed in Paragraph 2.3.
The use of a combination of a PIR as motion detector and a chair-sensor has some
advantages as well as some disadvantages. The advantages of the PIR-chair
combination are:

• Low costs
• Easy accessible technology
• Possibility to create a dual-zone environment

The disadvantages are:
• Large number of seats resulting in equally large number of sensor

systems
• Wireless connection uses batteries which can run out and need

servicing

2.2 Motion detection
In this paragraph a brief description is given how the PIR works.
The PIR is commonly used to detect motion. Some applications are e.g. alarm
systems to detect burglars, or automatic opening of doors or turning on lights,
upon approaching.
A PIR reacts to displacement of heat sources. A person present in a room can be
seen as a collection of heat sources. The head is the warmest part of the body, so
perfectly suited for detection.
Most PIRs available are equipped with technology based on a beam forming
optical system. The infrared beams are formed using a reflecting mirror or Fresnel
lens. A typical system with a range of 15 meters is based on a focal length of
35mm, resulting in a beam surface of 80cm by 40cm at 15 meters. The beam
surface scales proportional with range. This implies a smaller surface at closer
range. Figure 2.2a shows the center field of such a beam forming optical system.

Figure 2.2a: Beam forming optical system. Figure 2.2b: gliding-focus curtain optical system.



New technology by SLC Technology replaces the beam forming optical system
by the gliding-focus curtain optical system. (SLC, 1999) In this system all
radiation available from the target will be focused. This means that all ranges,
from 0 to 15 meters, a complete interaction with the entire body is summed and
available for detection. Figure 2.2b illustrates this technology.
The curtain optical system is preferred over the beam forming optical system
because it is more accurate and stable. Furthermore it only is possible to create a
dual zone environment by using a curtain optical system. A PIR based on the
gliding-focus optical system can be placed upside down, creating an active zone
above and a non-active zone below placement level.
The PIRs used in the current project are of the type Aritech DD300 and Aritech
EV125, which are 7-curtain-PIRs (www.aritech.com). The Aritech DD300 is
provided with an ultrasonic sensor as well, but this will not be used for the current
project.
The connection to the system by means of the wireless transmitter, described
below in Section 2.3, is straightforward. The PIR produces an output signal each
time the sensor detects movement. This signal is used to control a relay that is
connected directly to the switch button of the transmitter. Each time movement is
detected, the button will be activated, so to speak.

2.3 Detection of sittin9
Choosing to work with a PIR also implies using a chair sensor as explained in
Paragraph 2.1. This chair sensor needs to detect a person sitting in a chair.
Giovagnoli (2000) used a sensor by Nursal® (Stoelinga). This sensor is a pad, laid
into the seat of the chair. Sitting on it causes the upper and lower conducting layer
to make contact, resulting in zero resistance at the end of the connecting wires.
The Nursal® -pad will be used in the current project as well. Figure 2.3 shows a
cross-section of the Nursal® -pad.

Connecting wire

o _ Conductive foil

Insulating foam rubber

Figure 2.3: Nursallll chair sensor.

Initially this sensor was directly connected with the system by means of electrical
wires. However during the current project a wireless system was used implying a
connection of the sensor with the transmitter of the wireless system. The wireless
transmitter is a standard product of the Pas Euro system, from Estafette Holland
(www.estafette.nl).This system uses miniature transmitters with a single button to
activate them. Pressing the button results in a short signal of the transmitter.
Holdin& the button pressed does not affect the signal in any way. Connecting the
Nursal -pad directly to the button of the transmitter will therefore only result in a
short signal when a person sits down. This signal contains no information about
the duration of the sitting. Standing up will not be noticed in this case, for the
transmitter will not react to this. It is important to know whether a person is sitting
in the chair or not. There are two ways to accomplish this. The wireless
transmitter will send its signal with short intervals during the entire time the



person sits or the transmitter only will send signals on sitting down and standing
up, the time between these two signals can be considered as the time a person is
sitting. Both approaches have their pros and cons.
The first approach where signals are sent throughout the sitting period demands a
lot of battery power, especially in the real home environment were people sit in a
chair for longer times. Lowering the frequency of the signal will result in less
accuracy, for the longer the time between signals, the longer it takes for the
system to find out whether a person is sitting or not.
The second approach where only signals are sent upon sitting down and standing
up is much more energy efficient. However with this system it is very important
not to miss one of both signals, otherwise the system will be confused.
At this stage the second approach will be preferred for energy consumption
reasons. This will not be a problem during registration, but later on when the
system will be operational in a real home environment, it is very important.
People do not want to replace batteries once a week.
The realization of the conversion from the sensor signal into a pulsed signal is
described below. A simple resistor network creates a change in the voltage
(Vsensor) as a result of sitting on the Nursal® -pad. Connecting the sensor as
pictured in Figure 2.4 will lead to an output voltage that equals zero if the person
is sitting down (Rsensor=O) and one that equals the source voltage (Vsource) if not so
(Rsensor=oo). This step output voltage is not suitable to apply directly to the
transmitter. This transmitter sends only one short pulse causing the receiver to
activate. We need to convert this step-signal into two impulse-signals. One
impulse given when a person sits down and one in case the person stands up.

Figure 2.4: Resistor circuit.
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Figure 2.5: Voltage signals in time.

Figure 2.5 shows this strategy. Vsensor versus time shows the output voltage of the
chair sensor as function of time when a person sits down at a certain point in time
Tl and stands up at moment T2. Vpulse versus time however shows the desired
pulsed output to activate the transmitter when a person sits down as well as he
stands up. Pulse duration is called M.
The way to accomplish this conversion is by using a so-called pulse doubler. The
electrical diagram is pictured in Figure 2.6 and a brief explanation to it will be
given below (Elektuur, 2000).
This circuit is based on a monostable multivibrator (MMV) from the 4000-series
and produces on every rising and downward flank of the input signal an output
pulse. The duration of that pulse (~t) equals the time constant R3·C3.



Both positive (4) and negative (5) trigger inputs are connected to the input signal
(In) by means of separate capacitors. In order to react to a trigger input signal,
only one input should be active. So a rising flank of the input signal involves a
high level at the negative trigger input (5) at that time and consequently a
downward flank involves a low level at the positive trigger input (4). To realize
this, the positive trigger input (4) is connected through resistor Rl to ground and
the negative trigger input is connected through resistor R2 to the positive source
voltage. Vsensor produces a downward flank upon sitting and a rising flank upon
standing so this signal will be connected to the trigger input (in). The output of the
pulse doubler (out) will now produce a short pulse on each flank. This output
pulse signal switches a relay that is directly connected with the switch on the
wireless transmitter.
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Figure 2.6: Pulse doubler.

The total system from chair sensor to transmitter can now be realized. A global
layout in pictured in Figure 2.7. This diagram shows in which way all parts as
described above are connected.

Chair
Sensor

Voltage
Converter

Pulse
Doubler

Wireless
Transmitter

Figure 2.7: Diagram from sensor to transmitter.

The voltage converter and the pulse doubler use a standard 9V battery for power
supply (size 9V MN1604). The wireless transmitter uses its own 3V lithium
battery (CR2430).



Pressure sensors
The Nursal® -pad was obtained as a ready-to-use product and
has a large price tag on it. So another approach was made to
investigate other possibilities. Ordinary switches are mainly not
small enough to be placed in a seat. If a switch is small enough,
it is usually not robust. An alternative will be the use of a
force-sensing resistor (FSR). The FSR (force-sensing resistor)
is a polymer thick film device, which exhibits a decreasing
resistance with increasing force applied normal to the device
surface. (Force: f=lOg-100kg; resulting in electrical resistance:
R= 2MQ-lkQ). Figure 2.8 shows a picture of the used FSR. Figure 2.8: Pressure

(www.conrad.nl) sensor FSR151.

This electrical resistance, inversely proportional to the force applied to the FSR,
has to be transformed to a step voltage like that of the Nursal® -pad described
above. In this case this is accomplished by using a comparator. Figure 2.9 shows
the schematics of this circuit.

+V

Vout

Figure 2.9: Comparator circuit.

A brief explanation will be given to understand the way this electrical circuit
works.
Resistors Rl and R2 create voltage derived from the source voltage (+V) at the
negative input of the comparator Ie (-). In rest, when no pressure is applied, the
electrical resistance of the sensor (Rs) is much larger than the adjustable resistor
(P). The voltage at the positive input (+) therefore is lower than the voltage at the
negative input (-). Output voltage (Vout) of the comparator will be low.
If pressure is applied to the FSR its electrical resistance declines. If its value is
below that of resistor P, the voltage at the positive input (+) rises above the
voltage at the. negative input (-) causing Vout to switch to source voltage (+V).
Feedback resistors R3, R4, R5 create hysteresis, so little change in pressure will
not lead to oscillation of Vout.
Vout now has the same format as Vsensor of the Nursal® -pad. So this signal can be
directly fed into the Pulse Doubler with the purpose to connect with the
transmitter.
The comparator circuit can be considered as a voltage converter to convert
pressure into voltage. It can be placed in the block 'voltage converter' of the
diagram in Figure 2.7.



Fixing the pressure sensor to the chair
In order to convert the action of sitting in a chair into a force applied to the FSR
we need to consider how the FSR is fixed into the chair.

Possibilities:
• Under one or two chair legs
• Like Nursal® fixed into a kind of pad

Fastened beneath one ore more chair legs has some disadvantages:
• Leaning on the chair has the same effect as sitting on it. The pressure

sensor will react on every change of weight above the created
threshold. Firmly leaning into the chair can cause such an increase in
weight the sensor reacts to. The system now assumes the person is
sitting down. Actually sitting down will now be interpreted as standing
up. The system is confused.

• Fragile with heavy chairs and couches. The weight of the chair op
couch is added with the total weight. The maximum pressure one
sensor can handle equals lOOkg. A couch with two persons will reach
that maximum weight easily. Also moving of a chair can cause damage
if the sensor is not properly attached.

For reasons mentioned above the sensor will be fixed into a pad. In this case the
pressure sensor will be placed between two plates. In order to convert the pressure
of the entire upper plate into the sensor area a small plastic round plate, further
referred to as washer, was used. The size of this washer matched that of the sensor
area. When a person is sitting on this pad, the pressure between the two plates
raises and will be focussed on the area of the FSR through the washer (Figure
2.9).

1
• Washer

• Pressure sensor

1
Chair

1

Figure 2.9: Chair sensor with pressure sensor.

Like the Nursal® pad, this sensor will be situated on the seat or in case of a
comfortable chair placed underneath the cushion.



CHAPTER

Set-up

This chapter will give a description of the entire system used during the sessions.
First all electrical system components will be explained. Next the layout of the
room will be considered.

3.1 Test system
A common PC collects all data from the sensors. The communication channel
between this PC and the sensors consists of a set of AM-transmitters and a so
called Controller that converts the AM-signals to an I2C-dataflow (Sandee, 2001).
All components are displayed in Figure 3.1 and will be discussed in the following
subsections.

Sensors Transmitters Webcam

I
PIRI H [1))

I PIR2 H 2[ ))
PC

0H/ ---

61))Chair!

USB
Controller 12C

Chair2 H 71)) LPTl

Figure 3.1: Overview of used components for the test.



Sensors
Sensors as discussed in Chapter 2 are connected with the standard transmitters of
the wireless system. The sensor signal will cause a relay to close. This relay is
connected directly to the switch of the panic button of the transmitter. In this way
activating a sensor will result in activating the transmitter. For a complete
diagram, see also Figure 2.7.

Transmitters
The wireless transmitters generate a 456 MHz AM-signal when activated. This
signal contains information of which transmitter is activated. The signals are sent
in all directions and received by the Controller.

Controller
The Controller forms the heart of the wireless set-up. This device detects
activation of a wireless transmitter and tells the PC which transmitter has been
activated. It is the part of the system that uses the I2C-protocol.

12C
The I2C bus (acronym for Inter-IC bus) was developed in the early 1980's by
Philips Semiconductors with the purpose to reduce the number of communication
lines (www.semiconductors.philips.com/buses/i2c/facts/). The I2C bus consists of
two active wires and a ground connection. The active wires, called SDA (Serial
DAta) and SCL (Serial CLock), are both bi-directional.
In this set-up the PC will act as Master and the Controller as slave. This implies
that the PC will start he communication. The Controller will function as receiver
if the PC wants to send data, respectively as transmitter if the PC wants to receive
data.

LPT
Communication with the I2C bus is established by means of the parallel printer
port (LPT). This general input/output port is an effective medium to connect the
Controller with the PC.

Webcam
The webcam (Philips ToUcam Pro Camera, PCVC740K, www.philips.com) is
connected to the PC by means of the USB port. Standard software supplied with
the webcam is used to capture video images and store them on the hard disk.

Output data
To investigate the registrations an output file is created. In this file it is noted
which transmitter was activated at what time. The format of the output file is a
text file. Statistical analysis software (SAS, Excel, SPSS) can import this format
easily.

Output video
The real time video signal from the webcam will be stored directly on the hard
disk of the Pc. The standard file format for these movies will be AVI (Audio
Video Interleaved). An AVI-file is a sound and motion picture file that conforms
to the Microsoft Windows Resource Interchange File Format (RIFF) specification.
This RIFF is the preferred format for multimedia files.



3.2 Test room
In order to test the system an experimental environment was created. The aim was
to investigate the functioning of the entire system extensively.
The previously realised test room (Giovagnoli, 2000) was very small and was
primarily used to investigate the possibilities of the sensors and the system.
During this project we like to investigate the system keeping in mind the end goal
of using it in a real home.
A laboratory at the building of electrical engineering was transformed into a room
resembling an apartment in a retirement home, that is to say the kitchen and living
room part. Including a kitchen-counter look-a-like table and a table with chair to
sit on. Even an easy lounge chair was present, resulting in a room with plenty of
opportunity to perform various actions.

Arrangement of furniture
The intention was to create an experimental environment that would resemble a
living room of a real home, for instance that of a retirement home. Such a room
can have various comers with blind spots and has a reasonable area with quite a
few seats.
The available room was rearranged to match a possible living room. The layout of
the room is illustrated in the next picture.
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Figure 3.2: Layout of test-room. The dotted lines indicate the view angle of the webcam.

As shown in Figure 3.2 the room is divided in two adjoining areas. One part of the
room is in use as living room and is provided with a lounge chair for comfortable
seating and a dinner table with a chair to sit on. The other smaller part represents
the kitchen. This kitchen has a kitchen-counter one can perform 'kitchen' -tasks at.
This set-up will be often the situation in retirement homes and apartments of
single living elderly.



The comer was created to insert a possible blind spot for the sensors. Real rooms
have not always a perfect rectangular shape and are not always free of high
objects like cupboards and other obstacles. This layout has to prove that using
multiple well-placed sensors can help solve these problems.
The desks at the sides contained other lab-equipment and could not easily be
removed, so therefore these desks were left in position and fonned a fictive wall.

Placement of sensors
The two PIRs were placed upside down as mentioned in Chapter 2. To cover the
entire room area they are placed in opposite comers. The range of one PIR would
not be enough to detect movement at the opposite side of the room. Besides the
comer added into the room creates a non-detectable area if only one PIR is used.
The considered placement of the two PIRs will solve these problems.
The chair sensors as described in Section 2.3 were placed on the two seats. The
standard sensor from Nursal® was placed in the lounge chair and the sensor based
on the FSR (force-sensing resistor) was placed on the chair near the table. They
were not fixed in any way to the seat of the chair. They were just put in the middle
of the seating area. The electronics to convert the sensor signal and transmitter
were strapped to a chair leg just below the seat. Any loose wiring was carefully
put away to avoid damage and malfunctioning.
The table below lists the codes as used by the Controller and printed in the output
file with their corresponding sensor. Notice that three numbers exist for PIR
activity where as only two PIRs were used during registration. This is due to
running out of the battery of the transmitter coded 1 in the controller during the
sessions. Replacement of the transmitter by another one was easier than replacing
the battery, because the battery was welded onto the electrical circuit. The
replacement transmitter had code 3.

Table 3.1: Codes for sensors.

Sensor Code

PIRl land 3
PIR2 2

1()l1ng~(;h<liT ..... ! 6
Chair 7

The initial idea of using a webcam came with one major problem: The viewing
angle of the webcam is too small to overview the entire room. The angle between
two opposite sites that still fall into the view of the camera is 33°. Several camera
positions were investigated. Positioning the camera high upon the wall, facing
down towards the floor resulted in a small filming area. Best position without
making use of any aids will be at approximately table height. This will result in an
overview of a wider area. However this will be not enough to view a common
living room.
Possible solutions to overcome this problem are:
• Multiple cameras

The software supplied by the manufacturer to capture video images from the
webcam did not support more than one webcam at a time. Connection of two
cameras conflicted with the program.

• Wide-angle-lenses.
The possibly suitable Lenspack from Logitech (www.compuvisor.com) was
not available during the current project.



• Restriction of testing area
Install webcam and mark the area visible on screen. The space inside that
marked area will be regarded as testing area.

As it appeared that the viewing angle of the webcam was too small for filming the
entire room, other standard video cameras were looked upon whether they could
capture the entire room. It appeared that the viewing angles of those cameras were
identical to that of the webcam so we decided to use the webcam after all, because
of its easy installation and the fact that the pictures have the exact same time as
the sensor data. Restricting the testing area solved the problem with the viewing
angle.
Frame rate of the webcam is set to 5 frames/second. This provides video that is
satisfactory and uses minimum hard disk space. It is also possible to set a time
limit. Reaching this limit automatically stops video capture.
The webcam was placed in the corner just below PIR1. Its small viewing angle
caused the testing area to be somewhat smaller than the boundaries of the room
itself as described above. This area is depicted with dotted lines in Figure 3.2 and
was marked with chairs during the sessions. This was done in order to keep the
participants within the viewing area of the webcam. A simple line taped to the
floor would easily be overlooked and would result in crossing the line and
becoming 'invisible' for the webcam. The backs of the chairs formed a visible and
physical barrier that could not be overlooked.
The controller was placed together with the PC at a table in the corner near PIRI
and the webcam. In this way the connection to the webcam was easy and no long
extra wires were needed. A chair was placed at the PC to sit on during start up of
the session. This chair had no sensor and was not to be used during the session
itself. In this way no sensor signal is present before beginning of the session.
When the participant sitting at the PC manually activates the session, the first
signal will be that of PIRI activated upon standing-up.

3.3 Discussion
The two PIRs placed as pictured in Figure 3.2 covered the entire test-room.
Connection to the wireless transmitter was straightforward and caused no
problems, except for the battery run out of transmitter 1. The construction of the
transmitter made it impossible to replace the battery so the entire transmitter had
to be replaced. In practice this is not very convenient. Considering the fact that
PIRs will also be activated frequently batteries will also run out frequently. PIRs
are placed at fixed position so mains power supply might offer a solution. The
transmission of the sensor signal remains wireless for easy installation but the
power supply can be from mains instead of batteries. Although installation is
more labour intensive, ease of use and reliability is worth much more in the end.
Chair sensors will only be considered for battery supply. It is advisable to
integrate sensor electronics and transmitter into one housing using one battery
easy to change or recharge. The system should detect running low on battery
power in order to maintain a reliable detection. A warning should go out to the
user and even in some cases to he emergency centre as well.
Both chair sensors worked satisfactory. During the sessions no difference was
noticed in detection speed or accuracy. The additional electrical circuit used for
threshold detection of the FSR will cause the chair sensor we constructed to use
more energy. This is a disadvantage over the Nursal® -pad that operates without



this energy consuming circuit. However the FSR sensor can be used to determine
if someone is really sitting in the chair or e.g. only pulling him- or herself up at it.
The electrical resistance of the FSR is proportional to the force applied to its
surface. This relation can be used to determine the weight pressuring on to the
seat of the chair. In fact the comparator circuit (Figure 2.9) used in the current
project can do the job. Decreasing the value of adjustable resistor P will result in
applying more force to the FSR in order to get a step response at the output. In
current project this option was not further investigated. The value of P was set to
detect sitting in the chair at all times. Both sitting down and standing up had to be
detected perfectly. Decreasing P could result in not always detecting sitting down
and increasing P too much resulted in very slow reaction to standing up.
Evaluation of the viewing angle in comparison to two camcorders resulted in the
conclusion the both camcorders and webcam had the same viewing angle.
However the advantage of using the webcam was the synchronisation between
video and sensor data, because collecting sensor input and recording video was
done on the same PC using one internal clock. Quality of images proved to be
satisfactory at the used frame rate of 5 frames/second. The time limit after which
the recording automatically stops turned out to be very useful. It made all video
data last exactly five minutes.



CHAPTER

Testing the system

Registration sessions were carried out in the previously described test room. In
order to get a good representation of the target group and the test set-up several
sessions with different persons were taken.
At this stage it was too early to ask single living elderly to participate in the
experiment. This experiment was to test the equipment so in later research it can
be tested upon the target group. The purpose of the current registrations besides
testing of the equipment was to estimate the time needed by the system to
determine whether a fall has occurred or not. This so called decision-time is a
very important parameter of the system. Too long a decision-time can result in
help arriving too late and a decision-time determined too short would cause many
false alarms.
The current project intends to investigate the workings of the PIR based fall
detection system. The system built in the current project uses wireless connections
between sensors and controller. This set-up provides easy installation in existing
homes. Before the system can be tested in real homes of single living elderly it is
necessary to extensively test it among a large group of different people under
various circumstances. This will provide us with the necessary information to
develop the actual system and also will eliminate teething troubles as much as
possible.
This chapter will focus on the actual registrations including test persons. The
following paragraphs will discuss the protocol used during the sessions, the
people who participated in registrations, and some considerations on captured data
and results

4.1 Protocol
The protocol was written in order to explain matters about the session to the
participants. A copy of this protocol is placed in annex 1. The protocol is partially
based on the protocol Giovagnoli (2000) used and is written in Dutch to make it
more understandable for the target test group. A brief explanation of the protocol
will be given below.
The current protocol consists of five different parts:

• Set-up of measuring equipment
• Starting of the session
• Actions to be considered



• List
• Duration of session

Set-up of measuring equipment
A short list of employed equipment was included together with a reference to an
annex supplied with the protocol. This annex contains further information about
the division of the room into living and kitchen, placement of furniture, smaller
testing area due to viewing angle of webcam, analogue to Section 3.2.

Starting of the session
This part will help the participant to start up the system correctly. A brief and
clear description is given about the three programs used during this session.
One program will show the correct time on the screen. This is important for the
session has to start on a whole minute. The importance of that will become clear
in the explanation of the third program.
The second program will start collecting data from all sensors. This data consist of
the number of the sensor activated together with the date and the time the sensor
was activated.
The third program is for capturing the video images. This program will capture
the session on video and record it to an AVI-file. This file contains no actual time
but only a time counter. This counter starts at zero and will increase by one every
second. For this reason it is important that the session starts on a whole minute, so
afterwards the correct time can easily be recovered from the counter. Video
capture will stop automatically after the previously set time limit of 5 minutes.
The other programs had to be stopped by hand.
The icons shown in the margin visualize each program. The correct order to
initiate the programs is described as well as the different settings for the video
capturing program.

Actions to be considered
During executing of the session the person involved should perform a number of
actions. The main concept is to mimic the behaviour of the elderly. All
participants were asked to keep in mind the habits of this target group. The main
actions were listed first in the protocol. These main actions will also be listed
below in English.

• Walking I stand still
• Sit down on a chair I stand up
• Bent over e.g. to pick something up form the floor
• Fall down, trying to get up I get up
• Fall down, stay down

In the annex of the protocol some of these main actions were specified to get a
better view of what could be done during the session. If the actions included some
objects these were to be simulated. Most objects were not present at the time of
the sessions. Also people were stimulated to think of actions on their own. In this
way hopefully the sessions become very different for each participant.
The list of specified actions as used in the protocol is mentioned in English below.

• Make coffee or tea
• Reading newspaper or magazine
• Cleaning, dusting
• Vacuum



• Water the plants
More specific actions:

• Get up from table and take something to drink from the kitchen and sit
down at the table again.

• Drop object, bend over to pick it up.
• Drop object, kneel and gather the pieces. This takes more time then

bending over.
• Move chair at the other end of the table and sit down
• Walk towards the door and e.g. take in a parcel

People were emphasized not really to smash a cup to the floor and pick up the
pieces, but to simulate this action.

List
Notice for the participant not to forget to fill out the registration list. This list
contains the date of the session the name of the participant and the starting time.
These data are important to recollect all video and sensor data files.

Duration of session
The actual session will take 5 minutes. This time is based on the fact that the time
a PIR is inactive during standing activities is less than one minute (Giovagnoli,
2000). The sessions will have to take more than that minute to get a conclusive
decision about the position of the person. The chosen five minutes will achieve
this and furthermore this time limit is reasonable for a person to stay in the room.
Together with reading the protocol, oral explanation about the registration, and
filling out the list the session will take approximately 15 minutes of the
participants time.
This part of the protocol also explains how to end the session and what to do if for
some reason something goes wrong with the system.

4.2 Participants
The room, in which registration took place, was situated in the building of the
department of electrical engineering at the test-lab of the group Signal Processing
Systems. The participants were selected among the members and students of this
group. This resulted in a group of 16 persons of which 2 were women and 14 were
men. Together they performed 34 sessions spread over 4 days of registration.
Each participant received a copy of the protocol and an oral explanation of the
current project and information about the system used.
Some participants were not able to perform a simulation of a fall because of
different reasons. One wore an expensive suit and would like to keep it clean;
others were having back problems or simply forgot. In the end 10 participants
performed a fall, varying from stumbling to collapsing. In 4 cases lying on the
floor for a longer period of time followed the fall. The other participants
'recovered' more quickly and were able to stand up almost directly after the fall.
Two persons sat down on the floor 'recuperating' from the fall. No one got
injured during the sessions.
The list of possible actions proved to be a helpful tool in performing the sessions.
Most participants (10) used the coffee cup to pretend making coffee or tea at the
kitchen-counter only half of them actually simulated drinking the coffee or tea at
the table. Several participants (6) performed household tasks like dusting and



cleaning. One partIcIpant even used a bicycle-pump present in the room by
coincidence to simulate vacuuming. Reading at the table or in the lounge chair
was a favourite action, 10 participants performed it, using the protocol as reading
material. Only 3 participants simulated something falling from their hands or table
and bending over to pick it up. More participants (7) used bending over or
kneeling to tie up their shoelaces. This action was not mentioned in the protocol.
Some other participants were also creative in thinking out several actions of their
own. Three persons pulled-up the chair and laid their feet to rest on it while sitting
in the lounge chair. One person even managed to climb the chair and the table.
Although it is not likely behaviour of an elderly, it was interesting to see what
sensor input was registered.
Two participants sat down on the chair at the PC for a short time during the
session. They were interested in the software running to register data from the
session. However they forgot that the chair they sat on was not equipped with a
sensor so this action was not registered.
All participants found the time they had to invest was not too long. Several
participants mentioned that time flew by.
The system performed without any flaws. Except for the battery run out of
transmitter coded 1 no system errors occurred.



CHAPTER

Analysis

All data produced by the PIR sensors and the chair sensors during the sessions
described in the previous chapter were collected into a single data file. Each video
file made by the webcam was converted to a more convenient file format and all
video files were stored on a single CD-rom.
Analysing the sessions includes several parts. First all video files were watched
and all actions and matching moment in time were noted. The duration of each
action was calculated and summarized. The same calculation was then made on
the data from the PIRs and the chair sensors resulting in a similar table with
actions and time durations.
Further analysis of the relation between time, actions and sensor input will reveal
a decision-time that causes a minimum of false alarms considering the 34 sessions
performed by 16 persons in the room equipped with the test system.

5.1 Video data
A video recording was made of each session by means of the webcam. All
recordings were stored on the hard disk of the PC in AVI-files. This is the
standard file format of the program used to capture the video images. However,
this file format uses a lot of hard disk storage space (approx. 165Mb for each file).
In order to collect all video files on one single cd-rom for easy access and
exchange, each file had to be converted to a file format using less storage space.
This conversion was made possible by using the free-ware program 'Blaze Media
Pro' (www.blazemp.com). The final file format after conversion was WMV
(Windows Media Audio/Video file). Each video file now used approximately
3,5Mb of storage space.
All video files were carefully watched and a registration form was completed for
each session. On this registration form all separate actions that took place during
each session were registered. Start and end time of each action could be calculated
by means of the counter used by the viewing program and the actual start time of
the session as written on the participants list. An example of the registration form
is placed in annex 3.
After watching all video files and filling out the registration forms, a list of
actions can be drawn up. This extensive list consists of all actions seen on the
video files. This list is clustered into main groups. Each main group also is
divided into specific actions. Some of these specific actions can be further divided
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into more detailed actions, called activities. This first draw-up of a list of actions
based on viewing recorded video data is shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: List of actions based on viewing of recorded video data.

Action group , Specific action i Activity

,Movement c..!W---'-ac..lki_·_n....g .;.........__----:.;......... ,.....--=- ,.....- ---i

i Bent over i Legs straight, arms to the floor (picking
I Is()~~!hiIlgIlPt______

ls.qll(it..(S.it...()Il.. ()Il~: ..~.. h.~.~.I~)
i Kneel on one knee
I Kneel on both knees

Lying stretched 11yiI1g_~Ji!1

out on the floor 'Waving for help

Falling

On the floor

Climbing

Stumble
Collapse

l_S.t(iIlQiIlg()Il_<::h(ii!_
Standing on table

Actions in up
right positions,
little movement

Sitting on the floor :S.ittiIlgstill .
IWavin hands in the air

Trying to get up l PulLIlP()I1<::h(i}~ . _
!flllllIlP()IllouIlge chairJ(il1JJ,ch(iir/easy£h<iir) _
, Pull at table

!fllll1IlP(it~t<::h~I1<::()IlI1t~~
, Stand up without help

Crawling on floor
Actions at kitchen
counter
Standing at the
table

Sitting

Stand still at
random position
Sitting on chair (at
the table)

Getting out of
chair

I Sitting on lounge
. chair

Getting out of
. lounge chair

i Other sitting

W<ivingh<iI1c:ls in the air
iflllilup t..he cha.i.r ,................. ...
, Bend over (e.g. tying shoe laces)

i StanQiIlgllP ... __
I J<<il1!()th~Jl()()~,~tr~t<::h~c:l()ut
i Get on one's knees, crawling

1Y'!<iYiI1g_h(iI1Q~.in..th~(ii~
: Bend over
iSitting-;;n-th~--~dge·-

IPeeton the oth~r chair
[St<iI1QiIlg IlP_
•Fall to the floor, stretched out

.. j.._Q~i~2~~_~~;i~~~~,~r~~lf~g
i Sit on table
i······

i Sit on kitchen-counter
i Sit at PC

This extensive table of actions is merely to get an idea of all different actions
performed by the participants. However large, this table will never be complete as
there are as many different actions as people. In order to limit this table specific
actions like vacuuming, dusting and watering the plants are already left out. They



can be clustered into walking, bent over or actions in upright position depending
on extend of movement and posture.
This extensive list of actions can be limited and rearranged into a more
manageable general list, keeping in mind that the sensors only register movement
above shoulder level and sitting down in a chair. In addition each activity received
a number for use in a statistical analysis program. All this resulted in a
conveniently arranged table, shown in Table 5.2.
Walking was the most frequent action closely followed by sitting. These two
actions will therefore be at the top of the table. Sitting will be divided into sitting
in the chair near the table and sitting in the lounge chair. This is meaningful
because the sensor data will also be divided into these two possibilities. This
makes a comparison between video data and sensor data possible.
Next category will be falling. Not surprising because it is the main topic of this
research. Most common was lying stretched out on the floor, so this will be the
next entry on the table. Other less occurring fall related actions are clustered in a
separate category. This category will be called 'Other' and will contain actions on
the floor as mentioned before together with standing activities and other sitting.
This last category contains actions regarding sitting down that cannot be clustered
among the main action group 'Sitting'.

Table 5.2: List of basic actions recorded on video during 34 sessions with 16 persons.

Action

Movement

Sitting

Falling

Other

Category

On the
floor / fall
related

Standing
activities

Other
sitting /
standing

nr Activity Time: % i

Walking 1:04:21' 37,7 '

, Chair 0:28:01 I 16,4 i

Lounge chair 0:27:22 16,1 i

.Lying stretched out on the floor 0: 12:50 7,5 I

Sitting on the floor 0:02: 16 i 1,3 !

Crawling 0:01:09' 0,7

,!,~)'iEit~~i!llE .~:gg:?2! .........·§,~i
~J:>1l11IlP~tchair~~~t 0:00:37 : 0,4
9 .Pull up at lounge chair seat 0:00: 19 0,2

:i~~~~~ga:~;~~h;a:~ounter j~ ~:~
••i~ .• f..~t~?~~~~~f·==~·~===~=~.· I 0:02:55 1,7
13 I Action at fixed position 0:04:00 I 2,4
i4rB~~tove;--·_·_·__·_··-··_·_-_···_··_·T·-o:06:511--4,0,

15' Get out of chair and fall to the floor i 0:00:321 0,31
..........- -.---..---- -- -.-.--,.-·--·~·_·-·_·--··----···_······__·-···_-······-..-·-·i···-·--······----··----·····-~·-t·-·_-_·_--_·_--·-··-""i

16 i Get out of lounge chair, fall to the floor 0:00: 13 ' 0,1 i
··i········································ -- ......• ',............................................................................................................................. ··r·······

...17l Sitting on table 0:00:34 i 0,3
18 Sitting on kitchen-counter 0:00:34 0,3 i

.... ·t····-····---·-----------·----··-···-··---------·······---··-·--t--·---·---··-··-·-~·_--···-------~

19, Stand on table 0:00:23 0,21

20. Stand on chair 0:00: 15 0,2
r-----------------------------·--..------------ ----------,

21 I Sitting at PC 0:02:05 1,2 '

Total amount of time 2:50:39! 100,0

The category standing activities (10-14) entails activities that will be registered by
the PIRs. Activities at kitchen-counter contain visibly more movement than those



at the table. For this reason they are called actions at kitchen-counter (10) and
standing at table (11). Stand still (12) means no visible movement in standing
position at any place in the room, whereas action at fixed position (13) implies the
opposite. Every activity where the body is placed below the active zone
intentionally, excluding sitting and fall related movement, is clustered under bent
over (14). In practice this entails movement with the intention to pick up
something from the floor and other activities as mentioned in Table 5.1 (kneel and
squat).
Every activity as seen on the video or later on detected by the sensors will be put
into one of the 21 activities listed. The last activity (21, sitting at PC) is added,
because this activity occurred sometimes accidentally when a person sat on the
chair at the PC during the session, although specifically instructed not to. This
activity will not be registered by any sensor and therefore needs to be
distinguished from falling.
The total amount of time equals the number of sessions multiplied by the time
each session lasted. In this case there were 34 sessions which each lasted 5
minutes (300 seconds). The first session overran its time by 39 seconds, so lasted
339 seconds instead of 300 seconds (33*300 + 1*339=10239s=2:50:39)
In Table 5.2 every second is accounted for, because every action as seen on the
video can be ordered into one of the numbered activities.

5.2 Sensor data
The data collected from the sensors was put into a plain text file (file format .txt)
on the hard disk of the Pc. At the beginning of each text file a short text was
placed containing information about the system. This information was manually
removed from the file, because it was of no use for analysis purposes.
What remains is a list of data. Each row of that list is composed of a set of three
strings separated by a delimiter ( I ). The first string (sensor) is a code number
representing the sensor that was activated. The code numbers used are listed in
Table 3.1. The second string (date) represents the date at which the sensor was
activated. The third string (time) tells the time the sensor transmission signal was
received and processed by the Controller. An example of such a text file is shown
in annex 4.
Using SPSS (SPSS for Windows, release 11.0.1) for statistical analysis, this text
file can be read into the SPSS Data Editor. Data before and after each actual
session period of five minutes was removed, because this data cannot be validated
by the video registration and is of no importance for the current analysis. The
exact start time is manually added because sensor input is not present at the start
time for the person is still sitting at the PC. The time written by each participant in
the list is used as start time. Also sensor input is hardly ever present at exactly five
minutes after starting of the session and will also be manually added simply by
altering the time of the first sensor input exceeding the five-minute limit. All this
results in sets of data of equal duration of five minutes.
To determine the time an activity lasted, the time intervals between sensor
activities were calculated, simply by subtracting two successive times. The
calculation will start at the manually added start time of the session and end at
five minutes after that start time. Each SPSS data file has the format as shown in
Table 5.3.
Copying all data of the variable 'time' and shifting the entire column one case up
created the variable 'time2' in order to calculate the time interval 'dt'. Time



interval (dt) can now be calculated by subtracting 'time' from 'time2' (dt=time2
time).
Variable 'action' was added manually by comparing each case with the
registration form (annex 3) filled out at observing the video recordings, completed
earlier (Section 5.1). Action contains a value from 1 to 21 according to the list of
activities in Table 5.2.

Table 5 3' Format SPSS data file

... .. 9~!P':JLfil~ ...g?!?.____..... C~g~l?t~tirn~.gift~r~!'lg§l__ _~Q<:!.?9tiQ.n._.1
Sensor i Time time2 i dt action!

1 16:19:00 16:19:05 00:00:05 1! .

1 16:19:05 16:19:06 00:00:01 1
i········································

300:00:3016:24:00
....................................................... .. . +........ ·······················1··········· ··················1

16:23:306

Duration of actions
Collecting all data resulted in a file containing the time elapsed between two
consecutive sensor inputs and the actual activity preformed in that time. Counting
and summarizing these time intervals for each separate activity results in a table
similar to Table 5.2 based on the video data.

Table 5.4: Case summaries of sensor registration during 34 sessions with 16 persons.

Nr. i Action N i % of Total N i Sum dt %Sum

0,1

1,3

0,4

0,2

33,0
.-.-..- _.__ _._.__..

16,0

16,3

7,0
............ .~...._.....

1,5

0,8

o
1,4

0,5

3,3

6,5

1,9

2,6

6,6
........ --.._ _.._ _.._ _..

o
0,3

0,3

IJ'Y~~~ing ..~..~?~._ .... ?~,7.... 0:56: 15
2 i Chair 81 5,1 0:27:14

3rL~~~g~~hair 96 6,0 0:27:42
··························1·,-

4' Lying on floor 16 1,0: 0:11:58

5 Sitting on floor 3 0,2 0:02:~(jL ..

6 i Crawling ,~. 0,1 O:O~:~(j.,

7 Trying to get up 0 , 0 0:00:00)
8 Pull up ~t~hair.. 59,3 ..... 0:02:22
9 '11 ~p~tl(}I:lIlg~~~ai~ 12! 0,7 0:00:55

10 Actions kitchen counter 37 2,3 0:05:34
...... ·t .. --·..···

1 Standing at tabl~ 3~ L. 2,1 .i9:P:2~.
1 Stand still 10 0,6' 0:03: 12

............... r'" __ _. __ 1

13 IAction at fixed position 39 2,5 I 0:04:21
.......... ·T·····

14 IBent over 47 3,0 0: 11: 14
_ ---'._ -.-_ _.... ... - -.. _ - ,_ .._.

15 I Fall out chair 0 0 I 0:00:00
.... ··················1'·······

16 •Fall out lounge chair 2 0,1 1 0:00:29

17 Sit on table 1 0,1 0:00:34
.- --.-- _ __.

18 Sit ori kitchen counter 3 0,2 0:00:41

19 Stand on table 13 0,8 0:00:22_. .+ _ __.i_.._ __ .. __ ..,,__ . ~

20 Stand on chair 9 0,6 0:00: 14.....................-..- r····· ·····r·······

1 Sit at PC '9 0,6 0:02:08

Total! 1589 100,0 I 2:50:21 100,0



Table 5.4 shows the result. N denotes the number of occurrences of the action and
'sum dt' stands for the total amount of time an action lasted throughout all 34
sessions added together.
Actions 7 (trying to get up) and 15 (Get out of chair and fall to the floor) do not
occur in Table 5.4. The reason for this is that trying to get up (7) is an activity
always taking place in the non-active zone and will therefore not be noticed by
any sensor. Trying to get up (7) always follows a fall and the action lying on the
floor (4) and therefore the time interval between two consecutive sensor inputs
will be labelled as 4 (lying on the floor). There is no following time interval that
can be labelled as trying to get up (7). The first sensor input will be of the person
already standing.
In two sessions a person got out of the chair and fell to the floor (15). Lying on
the floor (4) for over a longer period of time followed this action in both sessions.
No sensor input was registered between these two actions therefore the entire
action was labelled as 4 (lying on the floor) because this action was most
important.
To illustrate and compare the results of both video and sensor registrations the
percentages of total time of all 21 actions used during the 34 sessions are
presented in a clustered column chart shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of results of Table 5.2 with Table 5.5 presented in clustered column chart.

The black columns in the chart present the percentage of time each activity lasted
according to data gathered by registration of all 34 sessions with the webcam
(Table 5.2). The grey columns show the percentage of each activity registered by
the sensors (Table 5.4).



Activities versus time intervals
In order to show an overview of time intervals and actions performed by the 16
persons during the 34 sessions a cross tabulation was performed in SPSS. Cross
tabulation helps to discover patterns in the data. In this case for all known time
intervals between sensor inputs during registration the matching number of
actions is determined. Table 5.5 shows the result of this calculation.
The first time interval of 0:00:00 indicates that two sensor inputs where registered
within one second.
With these results we will estimate a first indicative value of the decision-time for
these 34 sessions. The thick grey horizontal line in Table 5.5 represents this value
further referred to as threshold. The threshold was chosen at 41 seconds because
this is the maximum time interval for the action walking (1). This criterion was
used to avoid an alarm given on an action as trivial as walking.
The thick grey vertical lines below the threshold divide all sensor inputs other
than walking into three categories of alarm situations. The first category left of the
two lines consists of the sitting actions (2,3). In these cases there is no cause for
alarm for sitting is considered intentional and safe in current research. The second
category between the two lines consists of the actions in which the person is
situated on the floor and a fall might have occurred (4-9). This will cause a true
alarm situation. The third category right of the two lines contains all other actions
which are not fall related (10-21). These will cause the false alarms.
Setting the threshold at 41 seconds results in 35 actions with a longer time interval
between the sensor inputs. This is 2,2% of the total of 1589 actions performed
during the 34 sessions. Of these 35 actions 20 (57,2%) belong to the first category
of sitting actions that cause no alarm, 11 (31,4%) belong to the second category of
true alarm situations and 4 (11,4%) will cause false alarm.

Activities versus sensors
Analogue to the section above a cross tabulation can be calculated for the
variables Action and Sensor. This will provide information about which sensor
registers each action. Table 5.6 shows the results and in the following paragraph
'Discussions' some considerations are drawn up according to each action.



Table 5.5: Time intervals (dt) between sensor inputs matched with denoted actions of 34 sessions with 16 persons.

Dt

3
2
I
4
2

9 158993 i 13

i + L ..· ·····, ..············i·'· ,···~··

0:00:00 71! 1 i 2 i ,___ I i L iii I 2 ,1 I ' ,1, 2 I 81
0:00:01 418-r-lTr17--·-T-· I '-··--'T-l 1-'-(f-' ···--'-ll--·f-r-·-'--·'----;--6'-3-·'- "'--48.3'"
0:00:02 . 238'4:r 5 I j I 4 I 11: 1 3 263

§:~:§~jJi;?'~2...J,"""~I'-----'-. i_._L _! _!.~--- ! .,----!- ~~~
():OO:05 ,6}. 3 "IT76

......O:OO,()(j..3L .3 .;-1-·...141 .51,
0:00:07 29 +-3 1-··;-T 38.........
0:00:08 14 5 3 4 1 31
0:00:09 6 1 3-1 1 4 2 18
0:00:10 14 5, 3'--1 ) 32-·' 2 T.:·; 1 33
0:00:11 10 1-' 5., ..... ,. 2 1 2 1 1 23

0:00:12 5 3 5;' 2 1; 1 18
0:00:13 4 .i I I 2 ; 1 12
0:00:14 I I 2-··; ·T 2: 7
0:00:15 1 3 1 , _". 2 10

0:00:16 1 I 4
0:00:17 3 1 1 .....,.... : ...,............... 14
0:00:18 I I 2 11

'0;00:19 1 6
0:00:20.......... .

0:00:21 2
'O:O():22 i

0:00:23
0:00:24
0:00:25

. 0:00:26
0:00:27
O:O():28
0:00:29
0:00:30
0:00:31
0:00:321
0:00:33
0:00:34
0:00:35
0:00:36
0:00:37
0:00:39
0:0
0:00:41
0:0
0:00:43
0:00:44
0:00:45
0:00:47
O:O():49
0:00:50
0:00:52
0:00:54

'0:-00:57
0:00::59" ··· ..··.·.:1' f········· .;......; , :1 ,.......... i·····..·········;····..··· .; -;- , i········
0:01 :00
0:01:05 ,
0:01:08

~ ....-
0:01:11
0:01 :is
0:01:19
0:01:21
0:01:29
0:01:33
0:01:34

"o;oi:45 .
0:02:06
0:03:34
0:03:40



Table 5.6: Number of sensor activations for each action.

3

3

1

12

3

2

3

30

4

2

21
28

Sensor
Total

PIR2Lou~ger Chair I
....~~?__ __~_.. ... ._____. ..__. __ -+ _IU~ _

I : 81 i 81 i
-- i---·-..---r-----i------J

I 86 1 10 i 96 I
. ..., ~ ,••" , - : ..1........................•.....•,.••..•.....•......~

6 1 16 !
••••• .-•• - ••••• , •• - ••--.-------••• --_+_ • _ •• _ •• _ •••• __ ._ ••_._L..__.._.. ------- --i

1 1 3 I

1 "'-1 1 i 2
.......................... ·····.·.----1 . - _-_.-.. .--- _ ~

. .. --.. --------1-....-2---...;
5 5

,.... -..--.- ... - ................•

12
37

33
10

.......... -~

39

47
.- - .. -.-.- - _ _------.

o
... _,-- --.-«. . ~... . '. -I

2

1

3

13
9

9

1

1

10

6

7

7

29

8
~----. .--- - -" __.. "'-

18
16

. 1

18 Sit on kitchen counter.. + .
19 Stand on table
20 Stand on chair
21 Sit at PC

....1J~~I_~~~ ..--l 924
2 I Chair i

~_ _ _..;--_ __.._.._..__ _-_.-.._._-._---.._-._--_._._-_.~.~._-_.~--_ _--_.- _.- _..•.._.,-~-_._,--

. 3 .Lounge chair 1

·································1

4 Lying ~~Q~()! .....1 ..? _
5 Sitting ~n~()()r ....................J 1 L

6 iCrawling i
....................._.. . +

_2_,}~!X~~~!()~~!YP. . 1-
I8 Pull up at chair ;

? ~llll.. 11P.~t}()_ll~~~_.~.~~ir __ .
10 i Actions kitchen counter '.. _,

11 'Standing at table
.. ---.- .... --•.................................................................... ,., ..

12 .Stand still
~ -- - ---.- _.._._-_ __._ _. _ .

13 IAction at fixed position
•......... -.. - .

14 'Bent over
15 Fall out chair

. ..•.... ~_ .. -, -.. - ~., .. ,.

16 Fall out lounge chair
17 .Sit on table

i... Action
I Nr ! Description PIR1

Total I 1037 348 102 102 1589

Sensors versus time intervals
In conclusion a cross tabulation was calculated of the time intervals and the
activated sensors, to get a clearer insight into the previously tentative set threshold
for the decision-time. From the cross tabulation of the time intervals and the
actions we set this threshold at 41 seconds (Table 5.5). This was the maximum
time interval in which walking occurred in the 34 sessions held in the test-room.
A second threshold is set at 1 minute (0:01:00). This threshold is chosen to
detennine the consequences of prolonging the decision-time in these
circumstances. This second threshold is presented as a line of a lighter shade of
grey than the first threshold. The two thresholds are presented in Table 5.7, which
shows the results of the cross tabulation between time interval and sensors.
By way of illustration the actions at PIR detections after the first threshold of 41
seconds are included. The cells that are filled in indicate the actions that will cause
a false alann.



Table 5.7: Number of sensor activations for all registered time intervals (dt),

Dt , Sensor"-_....__._~._._.__....-,._.._-_..-,-------_ ..._--, Total
i PIR1 i PIR2 ! Lounge Ch.! Chair :

2
2
1
1
I
1
2

81
483
263
169
116

76 ..... ,
51
38
31
18
33
23
18
12
7
10 "'---1

4
14
11
6
3
10
7

1
4

.. + , 5
1

····2
1
1

1
2
2
1

2
3

1
2
2

5 '.- , .

1
6
1
3

2
1

3
1
I
4

2
1

1
I
2

1 , .
1......•_..._---._-¥- ..

2

........., ' , " ,...... , c , .
1
1
1
1
2
2
I

i .

·················1······

2

,,1JfaB) ..

............._---_..._._-....._---_ .. ,.~--- ..,

3
---·-f-···--

2
2 1
I 1
2 2
2

2
1
1
2
1
2 2
1

5 1
1 3......

2 10
6 2
2
1 I . ,

0:00:00 68 7 2 3
0:00:01 410 39\ 1915 ... ..,

. 0:00:02 .. ··2f9 '-·:fo-·t-- 8· ,.- 6
0:06:63 96+ '65 "4 . , 4

........1... .
0:00:04 T 57 53' 2 4
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0:00:11 11 6 5
0:00:12+ 6 4 5
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0:00:14 1 2 2
0:00:15 1
0:00:16
0:00:17
0:00:18
0:00:19
0:00:20
0:00:21 ,
0:00:22··'

.Q:QQ:23 .: ....
0:00:24
0:00:25
0:00:26......... O:Otfii'

········0:00:2!l

0:00:29
0:00,30
0:00:31
0:00:32 , .

0:00:33
0:00:34
0:00:35
0:00:36
0:00:37
0:00:39
0:00:40
0:00:41
0:00:42

···········0:06:43 ... ·i(~iiti()()f) ,
.. '0:00:441{cra',Vl)

0:00:45
0:00:47
0:00:49
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0:00:52

..O:O():?~. I
0:00:57

...................... T"

0:00:59
0:01:00
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0:01:11 .. 1
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... _-+_ ....,·····'0:01:19
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0:03 :40 iCf'aiI)
Total 1037 348 102 102 1589



5.3 Discussion
We begin the discussion by comparing the two tables containing the list of actions
and matching time durations (Table 5.2 and Table 5.4). Figure 5.1 shows the
percentages of time of both tables in one chart. The large resemblance between
video and sensor results indicates that the sensors accurately registered the time of
every action when used in this test set-up under the conditions of the current
research. Small differences can be mainly interpreted by non-immediate reaction
of the sensors to a change in activity and by manual observation and registration
of the video data.
The total sum of time (sum dt total) in Table 5.4 is 18 seconds short compared
with the sum of time in Table 5.2. This is due to a rounding off error of the
statistical program (SPSS). Exactly 18 sessions had a total time of 299 seconds
(4:59) instead of the usual 300 seconds (5:00) explaining the difference of 18
seconds.

Activities versus time intervals
Table 5.5 shows that walking activities take a maximum time of 41 seconds
between two PIR inputs. It is remarkable that Giovagnoli (2000) found almost the
same maximum time interval of 40 seconds. She came to this threshold using 6
persons who performed a total of 20 sessions. Her test set-up consisted of one PIR
mounted on an adjustable stand positioned in a comer of the room and one chair
sensor (Nursal®). The actual testing area was limited to approximately 2x3m also
due to the small viewing angle of the video camera.
Our protocol as described in Section 4.1 is based on the protocol Giovagnoli used.
She only stated 6 main prescribed actions to be performed by the participants
namely 'walking', 'standing still', 'sit down', 'stand up', 'fall try to get up', and
'fall no movement'. We added 'bend over' as prescribed action and an annex
containing further general and specific actions to choose from. It appeared that
participants found the list very useful and showed to be very creative in
mimicking elderly persons.
In the sessions of Giovagnoli the threshold of 40 seconds turned out to be
determined by the action 'standing still' performed by one participant for the
duration of 40 seconds. Our threshold of 41 seconds on the other hand was
determined by the maximum time interval regarding the action 'walking' (1).
Giovagnoli stated quite rightly that her threshold strongly depended on the test
conditions and participants. If that single participant persisted in standing still her
threshold would be quite different.
Taking our time interval of 41 seconds as a threshold shows only 35 actions took
more time (all actions below the accentuated line in Table 5.5). The 20 sitting
actions could be discarded, because these are not fall related in any case. This
results in 15 actions that are considered to be alarm situations (Category 2 and 3,
between and right of the grey vertical lines). Of these 15 actions, 11 generate a
valid alarm situation and 4 generate false alarms. Of all 15 alarms this
corresponds with 26,7% false alarms. This entails that approximately lout of 4
alarms is false.
Including all actions out of the 34 sessions of the current research only 0,9% will
raise an alarm both valid and false.
The valid alarms are all except one detected by the time interval between PIR
sensor inputs exceeding the previously set threshold. The exception to this is the
time interval of 1 minute and 21 seconds of action 8 (pull up at chair), which is



detected by the chair sensor. The chair sensors in this set-up are not designed for
this purpose, so this action can be discarded as an alann situation. The long time
interval is exceptional and probably due to a mistake in defining the wrong action.
A person who has fallen and tries to pull him- or herself up at a chair will in some
cases need more than one attempt. Between the two attempts the person can either
fall back to the floor or remain hanging in the chair. This long interval is due to
the first possibility. The time between two attempts to get up at a chair should in
this case better be defined as lying on the floor (4).
In Section 5.2 we posited that the third category right of the two grey vertical lines
contained only actions that were not fall related. However action 16 (fall out of
lounge chair) implies the action of falling. Foreseeing this action to be fast with
little time duration and to be registered by a chair sensor, we categorised this
action into the main group of 'other sitting' (Table 5.2). This action is present in
the sensor data because the persons perfonning it almost immediately stood up
again. Otherwise corresponding time intervals were labelled 4 (lying on the floor)
analogue to action 15 (Fall out chair).

Activities versus sensors

Walking
As expected only the two PIRs are activated during the activity walking (1).
Notice that PIRI registers much more activity than PIR2 does. Most movement
occurred around the table and in the living part where PIRI was situated.
Furthennore PIRI was also more sensible for movement near the kitchen part than
PIR2 was for movement towards the living room part of the session area. Also
when the two PIRs were activated simultaneously the controller only picked up
the signal of PIRI. These three reasons can explain the difference between the
number of activation of PIRI and PIR2.

Sitting
The only strange observation is the 10 activations of the chair sensor while sitting
in the lounge chair (3). This can be explained by the fact that three participants
pushed the chair over to the lounge chair and put their feet up while sitting in the
lounge chair. In all cases the chair sensor reacted correctly. That is always a pair
of pulses was generated; one upon laying the feet on the chair and one pulse upon
removing the feet. This situation can cause trouble easily. If the feet are moved in
such way the chair sensor reacts, the system can be confused. Possible solution is
to reset all active chair sensors when movement is detected by both PIRs,
indicating the person has stood up and is walking around. Another solution would
be to raise a pre-alann to the user indicating the system has detected both
movement and sitting.

Lying on the floor
In this situation something strange occurs: PIRs and the lounge chair detected
lying on the floor (4). In practice a fall followed by lying on the floor will remain
'undetected' by any sensor. An alann will be sent out if inactivity of the sensors
extends the decision-time. In the five-minute sessions perfonned in the current
project a fall is simulated and always followed by standing up, which will be
registered by a PIR. Inactivity of the sensors determined the time a fall and lying
on the floor lasted. It is reasonable to assume that when a participant in one of the
34 sessions is lying still stretched out on the floor for over the threshold time of 41



seconds, in practice the person will remain lying on the floor for a long time and
that his or her situation has to be considered serious.
Once the sensor in the lounge chair detected lying on the floor (4). In this case the
participant sat down in the lounge chair after a fall without standing upright. The
end of the action lying on the floor (4) was therefore not detected by one of the
PIRs as was the case in all other sessions.

Sitting on the floor
The same situation occurs as with lying on the floor (4). After sitting on the floor
(5), the person stands up and will activate a PIR. However the lounge chair
activation in this case is due to a hand put on the seat while sitting on the floor.
Again this type of activation of the chair sensor could fool the system in the sense
that the chair sensor registers a person sitting down when in fact this is not really
happening. The same solutions apply as proposed under the heading 'sitting'
mentioned above.

All activities performed in the non-active zone of the PIRs
Similar to both above mentioned activities all activities that take place beneath the
active zone will be registered by a PIR at ending the activity by standing upright.
The actions involved are: crawling, bent over, fall out of lounge chair, and sit at
Pc.

Pull up at (lounge) chair
The corresponding chair sensor registered both actions.

Standing actions
This part concerns actions at kitchen counter, standing at the table, stand still, and
action at fixed position. All actions are detected by the PIRs as expected. Only
bent over (14) has recordings of the chair sensor as well. This is due to the fact
that one participant bended over and touched the seat of the chair, causing the
chair sensor to react. Again the system could be subjected to possible wrong
detections.
Notice that actions at the kitchen-counter are mainly detected by PIR2 and
standing atthe table by PIRl. Logical, because PIRl is placed near the table and
PIR2 is placed near the kitchen-counter.

Other peculiar activities
This concerns the remaining activities that are not to say the least a bit strange,
especially for elderly. Sitting on table and kitchen-counter is detected by the
nearest PIR. Stand on chair caused the chair sensor to react as well as PIRl. This
is correct, for the chair was situated near PIRl and the pressure caused by
standing on the chair caused the sensor to signal the controller. This hazardous
situation will not likely occur in the homes of single living elderly. In case of the
few extraordinary elderly who like to climb on a chair every day, it is important
not to disturb the system by an uneven number of chair sensor activations, causing
the system to think a person is still sitting down. A possible solution will be to put
out a warning signal in case of activation of a PIR when the chair sensor detects a
person sitting in a chair. The system then has to be 'reset' by the user in standing
position, resulting in deactivation of all chair sensors.



Sensors versus time intervals
As mentioned before in the discussion of Table 5.5 the action 'pull up at chair' (8)
has disappeared in Table 5.7 for the chair sensor detected this action, and so in
this case it is of no importance in determining the decision-time. Although the
action pull up at (lounge chair) should be considered fall related it is impossible to
determine a fall with the chair sensor, for this sensor is specifically designed to
detect sitting. The system will assume a person sitting in the chair upon activation
of the chair sensor in this test set-up. It might be possible to make a distinction
between sitting and other chair activity by determining the weight or actual
pressure applied to the chair sensor. The chair sensor based on the FSR (force
sensing resistor) is suitable for this application for its resistive output is
proportional to the force applied to its surface (also see Section 3.3).
Action 6 (crawling) at 42 seconds was also detected by the chair sensor in the
lounge chair. For reasons mentioned above this action will also be discarded from
the valid alarm situations.
All this results in 13 alarms of which 9 are considered valid and 4 false, assuming
a threshold of 41 seconds holding for our 34 sessions with 16 persons taken place
in the current test-room. The percentage of false alarms is 30,8%, which is little
more than the 26,7% calculated from Table 5.5. The percentage of actions causing
an alarm, valid or false, is calculated at 0,8% of all actions registered during our
34 sessions.
Assuming a threshold at 1 minute, only the two long stands at the table will cause
a false alarm. Now the percentage of false alarms is 33,3%, even more than the
percentage at a threshold of 41 seconds. This is due to the exclusion of more valid
alarms than false alarms in this situation. Regarding these percentages we are
inclined to determine the decision-time at 41 seconds including 5 extra fall related
actions at the benefit of a very short decision-time.
However, the question is if elderly people manage to stand still for such a long
time (2 minutes 6 seconds and 3 minutes 34 seconds). Thereby an occasional
warning or pre-alarm to the user will not be inconvenient. Vlaskamp (2002) stated
if the origin of the false alarm is well known to the user, he or she will react
properly and will not be annoyed as much. It may also be possible that the user
will adapt to these circumstances and does not stand still for a longer period of
time, to avoid false alarms.
Assuming in practice these exceptional long stands do not occur, a decision-time
set to 1 minute results in zero false alarms. However this will have to be tested in
more realistic tests with elderly in their own home environment.
Note that all results hold only for the 34 sessions with our 16 participants. We
assumed that only falls with a duration prolonging the decision-time are serious
and alarming, for we have no indication of the seriousness of the fall. All
participants eventually stand up and walk away. If we consider real life of elderly
people, who don't stand up as quick after a serious fall, maybe more falls exceed
the threshold resulting in a smaller percentage of false alarms. Again this should
be tested under more realistic circumstances where it must be emphasized that the
system must work perfectly and as little as possible false alarms should occur as
result of improper functioning of the system.
Vlaskamp (2002) only 'obtained' 4 falls during a 3-month trial among 7 elderly
participants and 3 people suffering from epilepsy. All participants received a
wearable fall detector in extension to their existing social alarm system at home.
Only one fall was detected by the system and an emergency call was sent out. The
person however did not require help. One fall was a real alarm situation; the
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person suffered mild injuries. In this case the detector did not react. The two other
falls were not registered because the detector was not worn due to the lack of trust
in the system because of the many previous false alarms. During this 3-month trial
a total of 402 false alarms occurred. Of these false alarms 340 could be cancelled
before the actual alarm call was placed, 62 were cancelled after contact with the
alarm centre.

5.4 Conclusion
Registering and calculating time intervals from sensor inputs resulted in a list of
actions with similar percentages of time compared to observations from recorded
video data. We can conclude that determining time of actions with the sensors
used in current project is accurate.
Under the circumstances of the current project a fall can be detected within 1
minute, which is quite fast. The percentage of false alarms obtained from the 34
sessions with 16 participants was 30,8% setting the decision-time at 41 seconds. A
decision-time set below this limit will in this case result in false alarms due to
walking, which will be very annoying.
In these sessions standing up follows every fall, causing a PIR to activate and so
registering a time interval related to that fall. In practice a fall followed by lying
on the floor will not cause the PIR to activate after some time. The threshold
(decision-time) as found in our experiments is therefore more or less an educated
guess and should be further examined in real home situations with elderly people.



CHAPTER

Conclusions and
recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

Realization of system
The first goal of the current project was to realize a practical fall detection system,
based on PIRs (Passive Infrared sensors) and chair sensors in a realistic room
environment. We can conclude that the system developed and built used for
testing worked fine. The use of multiple PIRs yields coverage of the entire room
and raised no problems on processing the signals. Both chair sensors used were
satisfactory. A slight advantage exists for the Nursal® -pad because of its smaller
energy consumption. If weight determination turns out to be necessary the force
sensing resistor (FSR) provides a solution. Connection of both types of sensor to
the wireless transmission system of Estafette (Section 2.3) was feasible and for
testing purposes this wireless system was perfect. It provided a reliable, safe, and
easy to install wireless connection between the sensors and the controller in the
current situation. The only demerit was that the battery of one transmitter ran out
unexpectedly.
The webcam provided a clear overview of each test session. Even at the low frame
rate used a registration of all actions was possible.

Testing the system under realistic circumstances
The set-up realized was a first approach in copying the home environment of a
single living elderly. The layout of the room was arranged in such manner that
real home experiments could be performed. This experimental room was a step up
from the one previously used to perform sessions (Giovagnoli, 2000) and was
satisfactory for the purpose of the current project.
In total 34 five-minute sessions took place in which 16 participants performed
various actions. Observation of video data resulted in a list of 21 different actions.
For each action the total time duration and percentage of total time of all sessions
was calculated. Analysing the registered sensor data resulted in similar values of
total time intervals and percentages. The conclusion from this result is that the
sensors used in this project are accurate in determining the time of actions
performed during these sessions.



Determining decision-time
In order to determine a suitable decision-time, actions, sensor registrations and
available time intervals were compared with each other. The conclusion from
activities versus sensors is that with the exception of some explainable
differences, every activity from the list caused its predicted sensor to react.
Matching all 21 actions to all calculated time intervals revealed that the walking
activity was registered within 41 seconds for these 34 sessions. This time interval
was set as threshold, resulting in 11 valid alarm situations and 4 false alarms.
After comparison of sensor inputs to all calculated time interval 2 valid alarms
could be discarded for chair sensors detected the actions though were not designed
for this purpose.
Comparison with another chosen threshold at 1 minute shows that the decision
time for these sessions is best chosen at 41 seconds, because of its slightly smaller
percentage false alarms (30,8%) and earlier detection of more 'real' falls.

6.2 Recommendations

• Further exploration of the use of a webcam as sensor.
Perhaps a combination between PIRs and a webcam can expand reliability of
the fall detection system.

• Detection of person leaving the room / home.
Investigation of ways of detecting if and how many people are present will be
an important issue for further development of the fall detection system to be
used in a real home environment.

• Multiple rooms.
Real homes may consist of multiple rooms separated by walls that cannot be
penetrated by infrared beams. Questions: Will each room need a sensor system
and how to connect these systems?

• Battery use.
PIRs are placed stationary, so maybe it is better to use a main power supply
instead of batteries.
Chairs: Lower power consumption and create automatic signalling for running
out of battery. This battery replacement signal must be sent to the user and to
the centralist as well. Also integrate transmitter and sensor into one system
using one battery. Maybe it is possible to recharge the system easily upon
demand.

• Further development of chair sensor using FSR (force-sensing resistor).
By making use of FSR in a chair sensor, it is possible to determine the weight
applied to the seat of the chair. With this information a distinction can be made
between actual sitting in the chair and resting feet in it or trying to pull oneself
up on it.
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• Development of an automatic system based on our proposed decision-time.
The system should automatically raise an alarm when the decision-time IS

exceeded. Connection to an emergency centre should also be established.

• Testing in a real home environment.
The decision-time found in current project should be validated for situations
concerning elderly and their living environment. For this purpose the fall
detection system should be placed in several homes of single living elderly
willing to participate in the tests.
Another possibility is to realize a set-up in a real home environment and invite
elderly people over to participate in the test if possible for a longer period of
time. A promising development to keep track of will be: The Living Lab TU/e
that is to be developed at former IPO (Cursor 6-12-2001, page 3). Initiators of
this real home testing laboratory are dr. ir. Panos Markopoulos and prof. dr.
Matthias Rauterberg.
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Internet Addresses
Listed below is a summary of the internet addresses used in the current project.
They were last accessed on August 2nd

, 2002.

www.aritech.com
Manufacturer ofPIRs used. Supplier of the Netherlands is Interlogix BV, Weert (former SLC
technologies)

www.blazemp.com
Conversion AVI to WMV

www.conrad.nl
Force Sensing Resistor (FSR)

www.compuvisor.com
Wide-angle lenses for webcam

www.eeb.ele.tue.nl/general/members/ppl/ottos/
Homepage of Otto Stoelinga, designer of Nursal-pad

www.estafette.nl
Estafette is manufacturer of social alarm systems. Among that is the PAS Euro system. Wireless
transmitters of this system are used in current project

www.philips.com
Webcam

www.semiconductors.philips.com/buses/i2c/facts/
I2C-bus

..



ANNEX

I Copy of protocol

Protocol
Meetruimte: EH 5.01
Meting: Detectie van vallen
Lees voor de meting dit protocol aandachtig door!

Meetopstelling
Passieve infrarood detector (2x); stoelsensor (2x); tafel (2x); stoel (2x); ontvanger (I2C); PC;
webcam.
Zie tevens de bijlage voor een uitgebreide beschrijving van de ruimte.

Opstarten van de meting
De drie programma's die voor deze meting zijn benodigd staan gegroepeerd rechtsboven op het
scherm. Dubbelklikken op de icoontjes start het programma. Als ze alledrie zijn gestart is de
meting begonnen.

'"~Clock

=FallDetect

Philips VRecord

Tijdweergave
Dubbelklik op het Clock-icoontje om een uitgebreide tijdweergave op het scherm te krijgen. Dit
is nodig omdat de seconden bij deze proef ook van belang zijn!

Sensorregistratie
Start straks, net voor het begin van de beeldregistratie, het programma met het icoontje
'FallDetect'. In beeld verschijnt dan een huis met verschillend gekleurde vertrekken. Gedurende
de meting lichten de rode lampjes van de afgebeelde handzenders 1 en 2 op als de PIRs
beweging registreren en branden het blauwe en gele vertrek aan de rechterzijde van het huis
indien de stoelsensoren worden geactiveerd.

Beeldregistratie
Gebruik hiervoor 'Philips Vrecord'. Controleer voor opname de volgende instellingen:

1 File - Set Capture File - File name: C:\Movies\MyVideo.avi ; klik OK bij 'Set File Size'
2 Capture - Set Frame Rate - Use Frame Rate (on) - Frame Rate: 5.000000 f1sec
3 Capture - Set Time Limit - Use Time Limit (on) - Time Limit: 300 sec

Start nu eerst de sensorregistratie, door op het icoontje 'FallDetect' te dubbelklikken.
Zorg ervoor dat de drie geopende programma's te zien zijn op het scherm, dit is handig voor het
overzicht.
Start vervolgens de beeldregistratie met 'Philips Vrecord' door: Capture· Start Capture - OK
Let op! Begin de opname op een hele minuut (uu:mm:OO, lees dit af op de klok in het beeld
geopend onder tijdweergave) en noteer tevens deze begintijd (uu:mm:ss) in de lijst!

Handelingen
Tijdens de meting is het de bedoeling om een aantal handelingen uit te voeren. Probeer je hierbij
zoveel mogelijk in de situatie van een alleenstaande oudere te verplaatsen. Hieronder staan de
handelingen die in ieder geval aan bod moeten komen. Eigen creativiteit wordt echter zeer op
prijs gesteld! Raadpleeg voor gedetailleerde voorbeelden de bijlage.

• Rondlopen / stilstaan
• Op een stoel gaan zitten / opstaan
• Bukken om iets op te rapen
• Vallen, proberen om weer op te staan / weer gaan staan
• Vallen, blijven liggen

Lijst
Vergeet niet de lijst in te vullen! In ieder geval noteren: de datum je naam en de begintijd!
Eventuele opmerkingen over het verloop van de meting zijn welkom.



Duur van de meting
De eigenIijke meting neemt 5 minuten in beslag. De beeldregistratie stopt automatisch, maar het
programma voor de sensorregistratie moet handmatig worden uitgezet. Door afsluiten van het
programma 'FallDetect' stopt de registratie.
Indien om een of andere reden iets mis gaat, kan eveneens 'FallDetect' worden afgesloten. De
beeldregistratie kan in zo'n geval worden stopgezet door: Capture - Stop Capture.

Bijlage

Indeling ruimte
De ruimte is ingedeeld in een groot woongedeelte en een kleiner keukengedeelte. De twee
ruimtes staan rechtstreeks met elkaar in verbinding. De ruimte afgescheiden door opgestapelde
tafels dient als bergruimte en valt zodoende buiten de testopstelling. Deze opgestapelde tafels
dienen ook te worden gezien en behandeld als muur.

In het woongedeelte bevindt zich een tafel met een stoel. Deze tafel moet worden gezien als
eettafel en kan worden gebruikt voor allerlei activiteiten.
In de hoek van het woongedeelte staat tevens een fauteuil. Deze representeert het zitgedeelte.
De tafels langs de wanden en de ramen dienen tijdens de test buiten beschouwing te worden
gelaten. De testruimte bevindt zich als het ware binnen de fictieve muren van deze tafels.

In het kleine keukengedeelte staat een tafel tegen de wand. Deze dient als aanrecht en is te
gebruiken om koffie of thee te zetten en voor andere keuken activiteiten. Schoonmaak artikelen
bevinden zich zogenaamd in de kastjes onder het 'aanrecht'.

Activiteiten
Hieronder worden als voorbeeld een aantal activiteiten nader omschreven die zouden kunnen
worden uitgevoerd tijdens de test. Let weI, de meeste attributen zijn niet aanwezig. Het is de
bedoeling dat de activiteit wordt gesimuleerd. Desnoods kan een ander voorwerp als surrogaat
worden gebruikt.

Algemeen
• Koffie of thee zetten
• Krant of tijdschrift lezen
• Poetsen, stof afnemen

• Stofzuigen
• Planten water geven

Specifieke handelingen
• Opstaan van tafel om bijvoorbeeld iets te drinken te pakken en weer gaan zitten.
• Voorwerp laten vallen, bukken om het weer op te rapen.
• Voorwerp laten vallen, op de knieen gaan zitten om stukken bij elkaar te vegen. Dit

neemt aanzienlijk meer tijd in beslag dan bukken.
• Stoel verschuiven naar andere zijde van de tafel en plaatsnemen.
• Naar de deur lopen om bijvoorbeeld een pakketje aan te nemen.



ANNEX

2 List for registering participants' data

Lijst Metingen Valdetectie EH 5.01

Nr Datum Proefpersoon Begintijd Opmerkingen

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35



ANNEX

3 List for registering video data

Registratie
Aan de hand van de door de webcam opgenomen beelden wordt per tijdstip bekeken welke actie
werd uitgevoerd.

Lijstnumrner : Datum: Proefpersoon :

Tijdstip begin actie Tijdstip einde actie Actie



ANNEX

4 Example of sensor data output text file

The five-minute session was taken on 28th march 2002 at 16: 19:00.
Some additional comments are placed in the right column.

Sender I Date Time
-------+------------+--------- f- Session started at 16:19:00, by starting webcam capture

1 28-03-2002 16:19:05 f- First sensor input PIR1, by standing up from the chair at the PC
1 28-03-2002 16:19:06
1 28-03-2002 16:19:10
2 28-03-2002 16:19:12
7 28-03-2002 16:19:18 f- Sitting down in chair at table
7 28-03-2002 16:19:44 f- Standing up from chair at table
2 28-03-2002 16:19:51 f- Walking towards lounge chair
6 28-03-2002 16:19:54 f- Sitting down in lounge chair
6 28-03-2002 16:20:28 f- Standing up from lounge chair
2 28-03-2002 16:20:51
2 28-03-2002 16:20:54
1 28-03-2002 16:20:56
1 28-03-2002 16:20:57
1 28-03-2002 16:20:57
2 28-03-2002 16:21:01
2 28-03-2002 16:21:06
2 28-03-2002 16:21:16
2 28-03-2002 16:21:19
2 28-03-2002 16:21:36
2 28-03-2002 16:21:40
1 28-03-2002 16:21:45
1 28-03-2002 16:21:46
1 28-03-2002 16:21:47
2 28-03-2002 16:21:52
7 28-03-2002 16:22:04
7 28-03-2002 16:22:16
2 28-03-2002 16:22:21
1 28-03-2002 16:22:27
1 28-03-2002 16:22:29
1 28-03-2002 16:22:30
1 28-03-2002 16:22:31
2 28-03-2002 16:22:37
1 28-03-2002 16:22:38
1 28-03-2002 16:22:39
1 28-03-2002 16:22:41
6 28-03-2002 16:22:44
6 28-,03-2002 16:23:13
2 28-03-2002 16:23:16
1 28-03-2002 16:23:19
1 28-03-2002 16:23:20
1 28-03-2002 16:23:22
2 28-03-2002 16:23:26
2 28-03-2002 16:23:33
1 28-03-2002 16:24:20 f- Session stopped at 16:24:00 all data below will be erased before
1 28-03-2002 16:24:22 implemented into SPSS and 16:24:20 will be set to 16:24:00.
1 28-03-2002 16:24:24
1 28-03-2002 16:24:25
1 28-03-2002 16:24:26
1 28-03-2002 16:24:28
1 28-03-2002 16:24:29
1 28-03-2002 16:24:31
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